Professional Development Resources
for Those Just Getting a Handle on Their Research Design
The Skills You Need Before You Start

- Reading Literature to Find Topics, Revising Topics by Reading Literature
- Scientific Research Principles for All Types of Masters Capstone Projects
- Overview the Basics and Then Q&A on Research Design
- 15 Minute Practical Tips for Researchers: Understanding the System of Thought Behind Research
- 15 Minute Practical Tips for Researchers - Translating Research Language From One Field to Another
- 15 Minute Practical Tips for Researchers - Theoretical and Conceptual Frames
- Synchronous Lecture: Arguments/Theories and Concepts - Test Yours Against Models
- Synchronous Lecture - Basic Argument + Resources for More, Where it goes
- Synchronous Lecture - Using a Spreadsheet to Guide Your Research Design and Writing
- The Basics of Research Questions and Methodology
- Choosing Research Designs & Methods

Review What is Needed – All about the Components of Research (Topic, Aims, Questions, Literature, Methodology)

- 15 min boost - Significance
- Learn in 15: FULL - Preparing to Research
- Learn in 15: FULL - Conceiving the Pivotal Elements of the Research Study
- Learn in 15: FULL - Building the Lighthouse that Guides Your Research
- Learn in 15: FULL - Developing the Foundation of Your Research
- Learn in 15: FULL - Too Many Research Designs: Which is The One for My Study?
- Qualitative Dissertation Research: Starting from Scratch
- Storytelling and Science for Qualitative and Quantitative Research
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